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Digmaster
This guide describes operation of the
PROLEC DIGMASTER DEPTH, SLOPE, PROFILE MONITOR AND RCI
FOR EXCAVATORS
Model covered : MODEL Ref
INTRODUCED
Software version

DIGMASTER
5.7” Touch Screen Computer
May 2010
1.10.4

Prolec supports a worldwide network of fully trained service engineers.
Warranty claims, service work, technical information and spare parts are
available by contacting :
Prolec Ltd
25 Benson Road
Nuffield Industrial Estate
Poole Dorset
UNITED KINGDOM
BH17 0GB

Telephone
Fax
E-mail
Web

+44 (0) 1202 681190
+44 (0) 1202 677909
service@prolec.co.uk
www.prolec.co.uk

DURING NORMAL OPERATION THE SWL OF A CRANE SHOULD NOT BE
EXCEEDED. THEREFORE THE WARNING OF OVERLOAD SHOULD NOT BE
USED AS A NORMAL OPERATING FACILITY. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT
CERTAIN STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS DO NOT PERMIT THE SAFE
WORKING LOAD TO BE EXCEEDED EXCEPT FOR THE PURPOSE OF
TESTING.

THIS DEVICE IS NOT SUITABLE FOR USE IN EXPLOSIVE
ATMOSPHERES. ADJUSTMENT BY UNAUTHORISED PERSONS WILL
INVALIDATE ANY WARRANTY OR CERTIFICATION SUPPLIED. IF A
PROBLEM ARISES WHICH CANNOT BE RECTIFIED USING THIS
GUIDE, AUTHORISED SERVICE SHOULD BE SOUGHT.
THIS DEVICE IS CERTIFIED TO MEET CURRENT UK & EC SAFETY
REGULATIONS FOR EXCAVATORS USED AS CRANES.
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1. Getting started
Overview
Indicator LED’s
On initial power up the green
and amber LED’s will flash
alternately as the system starts.
During this time the screen will
remain blank.

ON/OFF
Push once to switch on
Push and hold to switch off

Once the system has powered up the introduction screen shown above will appear. Touch the
screen anywhere to continue.

Softkeys
1

2

3

4

5

Digmaster is operated via the touch screen softkeys that appear along the base of the
display. Once started the system will revert to the same state as when it was last switched
off. The softkey menu shown above is the Top Level menu and features the most
commonly used functions :
1 Dig mode selection
System referencing
2
Pan, zoom and bucket ‘lock’
3
Target depth set
4
Other options
5

NOTE : Touch screen softkeys are operating mode
dependant. Pressing a key that is not supported by the
current operating mode will have no effect.

Digmaster is ‘UNITLESS’ - if the system is calibrated using FEET, all data input and output will
be in FEET. If the system is calibrated using METRES, all data input and output will be in
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1. Getting started (continued)
Start-up
Digmaster start-up can vary with system configuration.
If the system is configured to operate with a
bucket cylinder flowmeter (used to calculate
bucket angle) the message shown here will
appear. Fully close the bucket cylinder (crowd
bucket OUT) and press softkey 4 under the
tick symbol. This operation references the
flowmeter for initial operation. Similarly, if the
system has a grab tool selected for use the
message ‘Fully open grab’ will be issued
instead.

There are two types of angle sensor available
for Digmaster. The solid-state sensors (AS7)
are ‘absolute’ and therefore require no
initialisation. For machines with unusually long
equipment, higher accuracy sensors utilising
incremental optical encoders are used (AS8).
AS8 sensors require initialisation before use.
The warning symbols shown here will persist
until each sensor is moved through its index
position. To index (reference) the boom
sensor, raise the boom through the 45°
position. To index the dipper, move the dipper
through vertical to 45° out. Once indexed, the
warning symbols will disappear. The index
positions are set during installation. They may not be positioned exactly as outlined above. In
these instances, keep moving the equipment until the index position is located.

All sensors in the Digmaster system operate
over a CAN 2.0B bus. If any sensor fails to
communicate an error symbol will appear at
the base of the screen, the red LED will flash,
and an audible alarm will sound.
The example to the left shows a situation
where all the sensors on the system have
failed. If the cause of the fault is not readily
apparent (damaged cabling etc), contact
Prolec Ltd for further assistance.

All possible error symbols are given on the following page .
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1. Getting started (continued)
Error messages
Boom angle sensor on monoboom machines, or the first section on machines
equipped with an hydraulically adjustable boom.
Mounted on the boom
Boom second section angle sensor on machines equipped with an hydraulically
adjustable boom.
Mounted on the boom second section
Arm angle sensor.
Mounted on the arm

Bucket angle sensor.
Mounted on either the bucket control arm or the tool quick hitch
Bucket cylinder flowmeter sensor (‘Quad box B’)
Mounted on the base machine, may be integral with the slew sensor if fitted

Chassis pitch and roll sensor
Mounted on the base machine
Slew sensor (‘Quad box A’)
Mounted on the base machine, may be integral with the flowmeter or combi-box
if fitted
GPS slew sensor
Mounted on the base machine

Tilting bucket sensor
Mounted on the tilting mechanism (usually a quick hitch)

3D grab sensor
Mounted on the grab

Laser receiver
Built into the arm angle sensor

Pressure transducers
Either built into the boom angle sensor or as an independent unit mounted on
the base machine
Combi-box
Mounted on the base machine, may include slew sensor
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1. Getting started (continued)

Set-up, calibration and user selectable
options are all stored in internal memory.
To reduce the possibility of data corruption
during memory ‘writes’ the system input
voltage is monitored. If the system detects
a low or falling voltage any attempted data
storage will be abandoned. In this event,
the message shown here will be displayed.
Any changes made will still remain
operative, but will be lost when the system
is switched off.
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1. Getting started (continued)
Touch screen calibration

1

Digmaster features a touch screen display and will
have been delivered in a pre-calibrated state.
Should the touch screen calibration be corrupted or
the physical properties of the actual touch screen
change, then re-calibration will be necessary. If a
corrupted calibration is detected the system will
automatically launch the re-calibration function on
start up. The re-calibration option can be manually
accessed either via the system set-up, or by
pressing the ON/OFF button three times in
succession during normal operating mode.

1.

2

2.

3

3.

Once accessed the re-cal function
will start to ‘countdown’. If no
action is taken within 10 seconds
the re-calibration procedure will
terminate. Press soft key 1 to exit.
If a re-calibration is required use a
suitable stylus (e.g. Pen, not a
finger) to touch the screen as
indicated by the cross-hairs.
Press and hold for around 5 seconds to allow the software to
‘sample’ the position, then lift the
stylus.
The cross-hairs will automatically
move to the lower right of the
screen. Press and hold for around
5 seconds to allow the software to
‘sample’ the new position, then lift
the stylus.
Calibration is now complete. To
verify the accuracy touch the
screen at any point. The crosshairs should appear at the point of
contact. If the accuracy is unacceptable, exit the function, and try
again.

Once calibration is complete (or the ‘countdown’ has
expired) there is an opportunity to adjust the touch
screen pressure sensitivity. Press soft key 5 to
access pressure adjustment. The lower the value,
the more sensitive the screen will become. If the
required pressure value falls outside a range of
around 80 to 1024 contact Prolec Ltd as the
operation/durability of the unit may be in question.
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1. Getting started (continued)
Tilting bucket operation

Digmaster can be configured to operate
with a tilting bucket. If a tilting bucket is
selected (see P17) the appearance of the
top level soft menu will change. The ‘pan/
zoom’ key will be replaced with ‘active tool
position’ (ringed red in the picture), and the
standard ‘distance to target’ icon will be
replaced with the ‘active tool position
indicator’ (ringed green). An optional front
view graphic can shown in the lower right of
the display (see P47)
Pressing the ‘active tool position’
key will cycle through the left,
centre, and right positions. All
distances and referencing will be
relative to the active tool position.
The tilting bucket graphic in the
main display will show the active
tool position as a yellow face.

The optional tilting bucket graphic relays the
following information :
Cross
slope

Tilting
bucket
angle

If the tilt angle is being measured using an
AS7 gravity sensor, the accuracy of the
angle reduces as the bucket is moved
away from its ‘upright’ position (regardless
of tilt angle). If the accuracy drops below
0.2º the whole tilting bucket graphic will
turn RED indicating that total system
accuracy has been compromised (typically
>±45º from vertical).
Due to the constraints of displaying tilting bucket graphics in 2D, the Trenching mode will be
disabled when a tilting bucket is selected.
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2. System options
From the top level menu press

to access the system options.

The softkey menu will change as shown above. Key 1 (door) will return control to top level
menu. Key 5 (arrow) will ‘slide’ the three centre keys to the right. Depending on the system
configuration, there can be up to 25 options available via the three centre keys.
A brief description of each key is given on the following pages, optional functions have a red
box :
Pan & Zoom Access to the pan, zoom, and bucket lock functions. This option is
also available via the top level menu
Cut & Fill Allow an additional line to be shown alongside the target line. This line
can be set either above (fill) or below (cut) the actual target.
Dead band Set the ‘thickness’ of the target line and select/clear audible alarms.

Tool select Select, add, edit, or delete buckets, grabs, pumps and hammers.

Configure display Select numerical display output. Options are display elevation,
display radius, and display bench elevation.
Mute Silence audible alarms. Certain safety related alarms cannot be muted.

Brightness Set the backlight brightness. There are 5 levels.

Volume Set the audible alarm volume, keyclick volume, and treble/bass levels.

Set-up Access to system configuration

System test Access to system
test

Soft centre Toggle soft centring off and on. When active this adds touchscreen
zoom icons and allows the bucket to be ‘snapped’ to wherever the screen is touched.
Grid Toggle on-screen grid off and on, set grid pitch.
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2. System options
Surface monitor Toggle the surface monitor on and off. When enabled the ‘surface’
will be reset and snapped to the current bucket tooth elevation.
Height limiting Set or clear a height limit. Height limiting is audiovisual only. Motion
control can be achieved with the addition of a Prolec ‘combi’ box.
Measure slope Allows gradients to be measured between two points touched with
the bucket teeth.
Bucket reference Re-reference bucket cylinder flowmeter.

Serial output Enable/select serial data output for use by third party systems.

Lightbar Enable/disable auxiliary lightbar indicator. Set LED brightness level.

Slew reference Allow manual slew referencing (normally used for Safety Slope
operation).
GPS compass Toggle GPS compass operation. The GPS compass is used as an
alternative to standard slew monitoring, but requires a clear view of the sky.
Anmask Enable/disable Anmask interface (Scandanavia only)

Laser Enable/disable laser receiver operation.

Auxiliary arm Allow operation with an auxiliary arm

Exclusion zone Toggle physical exclusion zone on or off. Exclusion is audiovisual
only. Motion control can be achieved with the addition of a Prolec ‘combi’ box.
RCI/Weighing Enable/disable RCI (rated capacity indicator) or bucket weighing functions.
Safety slope Enable/disable safety slope operation (anti-undercutting).

Tilting bucket Enable/disable the tilting bucket front view.
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2. System options - Zoom and Pan

Exit
Return to top menu level
Pan lock
Press this key to lock the view. Once locked, the bucket teeth
will always remain in the centre of the display. The locked
symbol indicates that the pan lock is active. Press the key
again to unlock the pan. When locked, the pan adjustment
controls will not operate.
Zoom out
Press this key to zoom out. Minimum zoom gives an actual
screen ‘width’ of 500 metres.
Zoom in
Press this key to zoom in. Maximum zoom gives an actual
screen ‘width’ of 3 metres.
Pan control
Press this key to access the pan control functions.
Pan left Press this key ‘shift’ the machine graphic to the left.
Pan up Press this key ‘shift’ the machine graphic up the display.
Pan down Press this key ‘shift’ the machine graphic down the display.
Pan right Press this key ‘shift’ the machine graphic to the right.
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2. System options - Cut/Fill
The cut/fill line is an auxiliary line
that can be added either above or
below the target line. When the
cut/fill key is pressed, the
confirmation box, shown here on
the left, will appear. Press the
cross to disable any current cut/fill
line, or press the tick to set a new
value. The cut/fill line will be
above the target line if a positive
value is entered, or below if a
negative value is entered.

Disable Cut/Fill
and return to the
previous menu
Set new
Cut/Fill line

Use the touch screen ‘key
pad’ to set the new Cut/Fill
distance, and press the tick to
continue.

Target line
Cut/Fill line set @ -0.25m
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2. System options - Deadband
The deadband is a zone around
the target depth that constitutes
being ‘on grade’ or ‘on target’.
When the bucket teeth come
within this distance of the target
the associated audible and/or
visual indicators will show an ‘on
target’ condition. The example
given here shows a deadband of
0.1m (or 100mm). This is the
distance above and below the target line that is recognised by
Digmaster to be a correct depth. Use the touch screen ‘key pad’
to set the new deadband width, and press the tick to continue.
Press key 1 at any time to abandon the deadband editing and
return to the previous menu level. Accepting the deadband value
with allows access to the audible alarm options shown below.
The target line is shown in red. The thickness of the red target
line is dictated by the deadband width.

KEY 1

KEY 2

KEY 3

KEY 4

KEY 5

This symbol
indicates the
currently active
alarm type

Key presses for the audible alarm options are
as follows :
D+

1. Exit the alarm menu, and return to the
extended options menu
2. Medium pitch alarm when within the
deadband zone
3. Low pitch alarm when 1 x deadband width
below the target elevation
4. High pitch alarm when 1 x deadband width
above the target elevation, Low pitch alarm
when 1 x deadband width below the target
elevation.
5. Deadband alarm disabled.
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2. System options - Tool Selection
Pressing the buckets key allows
access to attachment selection,
entry and editing. When
accessed a list of attachments
will be displayed. The list has a
maximum of 20 entries. Use the
 keys to select the required
attachment and press tick to
confirm. Press key 1 at any time
to abandon the bucket option and return to the previous menu
level.
After selection, the softkeys will change as indicated below.

KEY 1

KEY 2

KEY 3

KEY 4

KEY 5

Key presses for attachment operators are as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Exit the buckets option, and return to the extended options menu
Adjust the attachment shape (buckets only)
Use the selected attachment
Edit the selected attachment dimensions
Delete the selected attachment

All tool types are shown below. Certain tools are dependant on the
system configuration and may not appear in the edit tool option
Rock bucket

Hammer

Pumps

Rock grapple

Clamshell grab
(Requires flowmeter)

Tilting bucket
(Requires extra angle sensor)
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2. System options - Tool Select (continued)

EDIT
The edit option allows either
the creation of a new
attachment, of the editing of
an existing attachment.
The special
attachment key will
change the attachment
type. Buckets, grabs
(flowmeter systems only) and pumps are available. The
graphic and dimensions will change according to the
attachment type.
Use the  keys to select the dimension to edit and press 
to confirm.
Use the touch screen ‘key pad’ to set the new dimension
If the attachment description is
selected a special character editing
box will be appear as shown here.
Use the touch screen to enter a new
label.

When all dimensions/descriptions are complete, press key 1 to store
the attachment in memory and return to main buckets menu.

TAKE GREAT CARE WHEN MEASURING
ATTACHMENTS AND ENTERING DIMENSIONS. THE
ACCURACY OF DIGMASTER IS TOTALLY RELIANT ON
ACCURATE INFORMATION AND CALIBRATION.
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2. System options - Tool Select (continued)

USE
The use option allows the
selected attachment to be
used by the system. Use the
 keys to select the
bucket/grab/pump to use,
and pressto confirm. If the
Digmaster is configured to
operate with either a bucket
cylinder flowmeter, or a
bucket linkage mounted
angle sensor, the system will pre-calculate
a table of equivalent bucket angles for
actual sensor position. If a error occurs
(always due to incorrect equipment
dimensions) during this process, the system will stop and
display a possible cause for the problem.
Press key 4 to continue. A second error report will appear. This
message shows where in the table the problem occurred. This
information will be useful to Prolec if assistance is required.
Press key 4 again to continue and re-load the previous look-up
table.

CLR
The clr (clear) option allows any of the
attachments in the list to be reset/
deleted. Use the  keys to select the
bucket/grab/pump to delete, and press
to confirm.
If valid attachment data is present a
confirmation box will appear. Press to delete, or press  to
exit.

If no valid data is present for the selected
attachment the No bucket data will be displayed for 2 seconds
before control returns to the previous menu level.
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2. System options - Tool Select (continued)

ADJ
The adj (adjust) key is
only available if the
attachment type is a
bucket. This option allows
the shape of the bucket to
be adjusted so that when
it is placed flat on the
ground, it appears flat on
the ground on the display.
The Digmaster only knows three dimensions for the bucket.
It does not know its shape. Follow the on screen
instructions.

KEY 1

KEY 3

KEY 4

1. Exit the bucket adjust, store the adjustment and return to the
previous menu
3. Drag the back of the bucket up away from the ground
4. Drag the back of the bucket down towards the ground

Clam Shell Grab Tool
If the system has been configured to operate with a bucket cylinder
flowmeter instead of the regular angle sensor, the clam shell grab
option will be available. If the grab uses the bucket hydraulic circuit
for operation the system can monitor grab open/close using the
flowmeter measurements.
When the USE key is pressed the system will prompt for a grab
calibration - Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the tool
selection and calibration.
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2. System options - Configure Display

DISPLAY
Pressing the DISPLAY key allows the user to choose the numerical
output data displayed on the screen. Up to three items can be
displayed, elevation relative to the reference point, reach (radius)
relative to the reference point, and finally the current set bench
elevation.
The action of the DISPLAY softkeys are outlined below.
KEY 1

KEY 2

KEY 3

KEY 4

KEY 5

1. Exit the DISPLAY option, and return to the extended options
menu
2. Enable/disable the ELEVATION output
3. Enable/disable the REACH output
4. Enable/disable the BENCH elevation output
5. Adjust the size of the output characters on the screen.
Keys 2 to 5 all generate the standard
confirmation box. Use key 3 to disable the
option, and key 4 to enable.
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2. System options - Audio mute and LCD BrightUse this button to toggle the audio output off and on.
Audio outputs are :
Deadband - On grade, Too
high, Too low.
Maximum height alarm.
Laser strike.
Overload (RCI option only).
Entry to exclusion zone
Entry to undercut zone
Sensor/system fault
warning.
The key press ‘click’ cannot be muted.
Mute is stored internally and the current state will remain active
after the system has been switched off and on again.

Use this button to adjust the intensity of the LCD backlight.
Each key press will increase the backlight intensity. If the
highest level is exceeded, the system will cycle back to the
minimum level. One of the following symbols will be briefly
displayed with each key press :

Brighness level is stored internally and the current state will
remain active after the system has been switched off and on
again.
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2. System options - Audio volume

The volume key accessed the audio volume control function. This
Allows the adjustment of :
General alarm volume (Vol)
‘Keyclick’ volume (KVol)
Treble tone
Bass tone
The five softkeys have the following function :
Exit and return to normal operation
Cycle around the four bar graphs. The active graph is
shown in red
Adjust graph up/down. Each key press will give a
sample sound at the adjusted volume/tone.
Confirm (store) adjustments.
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2. System set-up

Access to system configuration and calibration is code protected.
Inadvertent adjustment of the set-up parameters and machine
dimensional data will render the system inaccurate, or worse still,
inoperative.
Only Prolec employees and their appointed agents have access to
the Digmaster entry codes. If access is required contact Prolec Ltd
at the address given on the back of this document.
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2. System test

The system test function allows all sensor inputs to be monitored,
and any optional outputs to be exercised. If the combi-box is not
enabled the ‘Relays’, ‘Inputs’, Combi power supply, and softkeys 2
to 4 will not be shown. Any sensor not enabled will be greyed out.
Basic system fault diagnosis can be performed using the test page
and the following descriptions :
Boom Angle
0º = Boom horizontal (boom pivot pin and arm pivot pin in the same
horizontal plane). Angles above horizontal are positive (+ve),
angles below horizontal are negative (-ve). On systems configured
for an hydraulically adjustable boom, this angle is the first boom
section.
Piston P (Optional)
Boom lift cylinder piston pressure in bars (range 0 - 500). This value
is used for RCI and bucket weighing operations. The dual pressure
transducers can either be integral with the boom angle sensor or as
an independent unit.
Rod P (Optional)
Boom lift cylinder annular pressure in bars (range 0 - 500). This
value is used for RCI and bucket weighing operations.
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2. System test (continued)

Pitch Angle (Optional)
0º = Machine level in the fore/aft plane. Machine ‘up’ at the front
produces +ve angles. Machine ‘down’ at the front produced –ve
angles.
Roll Angle (Optional)
0º = Machine level in the side/side plane. Machine ‘up’ on the right
(track motors to the rear) produces +ve angles. Machine ‘up’ on the
left produces –ve angles.
Slew Angle (Optional)
0º = Machine directly over the front (track motors to the rear). The
slew angle will increase in a clockwise direction (slewing to the
right). Range of operation = 0 to 359º. If the machine is NOT
configured to operate with a GPS compass, additional slew sensor
graphics will appear. These symbols represent the three proximity
switches used for slew monitoring. Their operation and order of
operation are crucial for proper measurement.
1

2

3

4
Slew gear teeth

Index switch

Slew proximity switches

The correct switch sequence is as follows :
1.
1 off, 2 off
2.
1 on, 2 off
3.
1 on, 2 on
4.
1 off, 2 on
5.
Goto 1.
The index switch is used to automatically re-reference the slew
measuring system each time it physically passes through 0º. The
symbol will go ‘black’ when switched. The index proximity switch is
activated by a metal post welded to the machine track frame at a
position corresponding to 0º.
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2. System test (continued)

Artic Angle (optional)
The artic angle is only shown if the system is configured to operate
with an hydraulically adjustable boom. The artic angle refers to the
second boom section. 0º = Artic horizontal (artic pivot pin and arm
pivot pin in the same horizontal plane). Angles above horizontal are
positive (+ve), angles below horizontal are negative (-ve).
Arm Angle
0º = Arm horizontal (arm pivot pin and bucket pivot pin in the same
horizontal plane). Angles above horizontal are positive (-ve), angles
below horizontal are negative (+ve).
Laser receiver (Optional - built into the arm angle sensor)
The laser output can only be one of the following 7 hexadecimal
values :
50H
54H
56H
52H
53H
51H
FFH

No laser strikes
Laser strikes >20mm below receiver ‘deadband’
Laser strikes <20mm & >10mm below receiver ‘deadband’
Laser strikes within receiver deadband
Laser strikes <20mm & >10mm above receiver ‘deadband’
Laser strikes >20mm above receiver ‘deadband’
Laser receiver missing

Bucket Angle
This is the computed bucket angle as there is no physical angle
sensor mounted on the bucket. 0º = bucket teeth and bucket pivot
pin the the same horizontal plane with the bucket teeth pointing
away from the machine’s cab. 90º = bucket teeth and bucket pivot
pin the the same vertical plane. 180º = bucket teeth and bucket
pivot pin the the same horizontal plane with the bucket teeth
pointing towards from the machine’s cab.
Control (arm) Angle
If the system is configured to operate with an angle sensor on the
bucket linkage, this value will show the control arm angle. 0º=
control arm horizontal (pin to pin). Control arm angles above
horizontal are +ve, below –ve.
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2. System test (continued)

Flowmeter (Optional)
If the system is configured to operate with a hydraulic flowmeter this
value will show the overall (pin to pin) length of the bucket cylinder
in metres. The flowmeter will automatically re-reference at either
end of its stroke.
Tilt bucket (Optional)
If the system is configured to operate with a tilting bucket (and a
tilting bucket has been selected from the tool menu and is in use)
this value will show the tilt angle. This angle is the amount of
rotation around the tilt axis. If the right hand side of the bucket is
higher than the left (as viewed from the cab) angles will be +ve. If
the left hand side is higher, angles will be negative.
Height
This value is useful when assessing the true accuracy of the
system. Elevation is vertical distance from the base of the tracks to
the bucket teeth (or tool tip dependant on the tool selected).
Elevation is calculated using a combination of sensor inputs and
machine dimensions held in memory.
Radius
Radius is calculated using a combination of sensor inputs and
machine dimensions held in memory. Radius is the horizontal
distance between the slew centre line and the bucket teeth (or tool
tip dependant on the tool selected).
Testing the combi-box (I/O controller)
If the system has been configured to operate with a combi-box
various extra functions and softkeys will appear on the test page.
The relay softkeys allow each individual relay to be
manually activated. Each relay controls an
hydraulic circuit. The relays are used for machine
motion control when either ‘Safety slope’,
‘Exclusion zone’, or RCI are in use. The active
relay will be shown in red and will control one of
the following functions :
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2. System test (continued)
RL1
RL2
RL3
RL4
RL5
RL6
RL7
RL8

Boom UP
Boom DOWN
Arm OUT
Arm IN
Artic UP
Artic DOWN
Bucket OUT
Bucket IN
The relay power supply status (good / bad) is shown
next to the ‘Relays’ active bar.

The ‘Inputs’ active bar indicates the status of the eight opto-isolated
inputs available within the combi-box. Active inputs are shown in
red. Digmaster does not use any of these inputs.

Alarm/Beacon test. Press this key to cycle through :
1.
Alarm ON, Beacon off
2.
Alarm OFF, Beacon ON
The active device will be accompanied by
one of the icons shown here.
Display LED test - press this key to cycle through :
1.
Red Flashing
2.
Amber Flashing
3.
Green Flashing
4.
All Off
System power status
For diagnostic purposes the following power and temperature data
is provided :
Input volts
CAN volts
CAN amps
Chip temp

Raw system power supply voltage (May not be displayed)
Regulated CAN bus output voltage
CAN current consumption
Unit internal temperature
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2. System options - Soft centre and zoom

From the sliding menu press the ‘soft centre’ key to toggle the soft
centering function. Once active the ‘+’ and ‘-’ icons will appear
above the softmenu as shown above.

The display can now be zoomed in and out by touching the
new zoom softkeys. The display will resize around the
centre of the screen.
The position of the whole machine graphic can be moved anywhere
on the display by touching the screen at the desired new location.
The machine will ‘snap’ to the new position, the bucket teeth
displayed where the screen was touched.
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2. System options - Onscreen Grid

GRID
Pressing the GRID key allows a scaled square grid to be overlaid
on the display to assist the operator during excavation. If a grid is
already active, pressing GRID will clear the overlay and return to
normal control. If an overlay is not currently active then the
numerical key pad will be shown. Enter the required grid width in
metres, and press to confirm.

The grid can be positioned anywhere on the screen by
positioning the bucket teeth at the desired point and
pressing the SNAP GRID key from the menu.
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2. System options - Surface monitor

Surface monitor
The surface monitor allows a basic ‘progress’ overlay to be shown
on the display. The progress overlay is shown as a dotted area that
will be modified in shape when penetrated by the bucket teeth.
When set, the overlay will be drawn from the current bucket tooth
elevation to the current target depth. This option is only meant to be
a rough approximation of the material removed. If slew monitoring
is available, this option will use the bucket width value to maintain
the monitored excavation across the whole width of the bucket.
The surface monitor is only available in level digging mode.
To set the monitor place the bucket teeth on the current surface top
and press the surface monitor key. To clear the monitor press the
key a second time.
The modified surface is not stored internally and will be lost if the
system is switched off.
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2. System options - Height limiting
Press the Height limiter key to either
set a new maximum height, or cancel
a current limit. Use the touch screen
‘key pad’ to enter the new maximum
height, and press the tick to continue.
If any of the main equipment pins or
the bucket teeth exceeds the set
height an audible alarm will sound.
The maximum height is measured
from the base of the machine tracks.
Maximum height is stored internally
and will remain active whenever the
system is switched on.
The system has no knowledge of any
metal around the pivot pins. Please
bear this in mind when setting a limit.
The arm ram/arm attachment point in
normally higher than the arm pivot
pin.
If the optional combi box is installed,
Digmaster is capable of physically
limiting equipment motion via the pilot
hydraulic circuits.
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2. System options - Measure slope

The measure slope function allows the excavator to be used as a
slope measuring tool. Move the bucket teeth to any point on the
slope to be measured and press #1, move the bucket teeth to a
second point on the slope and press #2. The slope, expressed as a
percentage, will be shown on the display. Moving the bucket teeth
and pressing #2 again will display the slope between the original #1
and the new #2. Likewise moving the bucket teeth and pressing #1
again will display the slope between the new #1 and the last #2.
The slope is measured along a straight line as viewed from above.
If the system is equipped with a slew sensor, this angle will also be
used in the slope calculation.
Press key 1 to return to the previous menu level.
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2. System options - Bucket reference

Pressing the bucket REFenrencing key allows the bucket to be rereferenced. This is only necessary if the system is configured
for a bucket cylinder flowmeter.
The bucket cylinder flowmeter measures bucket angle. The unit
automatically re-references itself whenever the bucket cylinder
reached either end of its stroke. If the accuracy of bucket angle
measurement is in doubt, it can be manually reset by using this
function. Fully retract the bucket cylinder (i.e. fully ’crowd’ the
bucket OUT) and press key 4. Once set, control will return to the
options menu.
This function will be automatically invoked when the system is first
switched on.
If the current tool selected is a grab (only available if a flowmeter is
fitted), the same procedure is required. The text will read ‘Fully
open grab’.
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2. System options - Serial I/O

SERIAL I/O
If serial input/output has been enabled during calibration, the I/O
key will appear in the extended options list. This option allows
various features to be enable/disabled. PDS, NAV, and SEABED
are data streams transmitted out of COM1: that allow Digmaster to
interface with proprietary hydrographic survey systems used in
Northern Europe. The TIDE option allows the system to receive tide
height information through COM1: The data format is configured for
Viner, Magenta, and Ohmex type gauges and has fixed port
parameters of 4800,N,8 and 1. The system expects the tide gauge
to be calibrated correctly as the tide value displayed is the tide
value received.
Pressing the required key will bring up the standard confirmation
box. Press to enable, the required option, or press X to disable.
Once selected, the baud rate can be adjusted . Rates of 110 to
57400 are available . All comms are fixed at No parity, 8 data bits,
and 1 stop bit.
Only one output can be selected at any one times. Selecting one
output will automatically disable the other two.
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2. System options - Lightbar
If LED option has been enabled during calibration, the
LED key will appear in the extended options list. The
LED menu controls the auxiliary LED indicator. When
pressed, a sub-menu will appear. The key actions are
summarised below :

Exit the serial LED menu, store all
changes made, and return to the
extended options menu.
Increase the brightness of the light bar.
The brightness is adjustable in 8 levels.
Level 0 is OFF, levels 1 to 6 are
increasing intensity levels, and level 7 is
manual mode (i.e. the brightness control
on the large lightbar becomes operative.
F1
Decrease the brightness of the light bar
Enable/disable the lightbar
F2
LB1000
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2. System options - Slew reference

Pressing the slew REFerencing key allows the slew measurement
(if enabled) to be re-referenced manually. The default slew
referencing mode is automatic. The slew will be automatically
referenced when ever the system is ‘benched. In certain
circumstances manual slew referencing can be desirable. Slew
referencing is only required when in either slope or multi-profile
mode. The Digmaster system will only measure elevation and slope
correctly if the slew is referenced when the machine is at 90°
(perpendicular) to the required slope or profile. Once referenced the
system will compensate for changes in slew angle. When the
machine is moved (tracked) to a new position make sure that
the slew is re-referenced.
IMPORTANT
Manual slew referencing is required when using :
1.
Dual slope operation with Laser reference
2.
Safety slope operation
Press to reference the slew at the current position, or press  to
exit leaving the slew position unchanged.
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2. System options - GPS compass

As an alternative to the standard proximity switch/encoder method
of slew measurement, Digmaster can operate with either a Prolec
GPS compass, a Hemisphere® VS100 GPS compass, or any other
GPS device that supports NMEA output sentence ’HDT’.
The GPS toggle shown above allows the the GPS compass to be
switched on and off. This allows the actual compass to be moved to
another Digmaster system. If the equipment is removed and the
input is left active an audible and visual alarm will be issued.
When the system is operating with the GPS compass the following
symbols will appear in the top right of the display :

Normal operation with no errors.

Data is being received from the GPS compass. The
quality of the data is insufficient to calculate an accurate
heading (slew angle). This can be caused by a number
of factors :
1.
Too few satellites available
2.
Obstructed view of the sky
3.
‘Multi-path’ interference (working next to tall
buildings etc)
No data is being received from the GPS compass.

If either of the above errors occur the system will assume a slew
angle of 0º (effectively the same as not having a slew sensor).
Normal operation will automatically return if the error(s) clear.
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2. System options - Laser Receiver

If Digmaster is configured to operate
with a laser receiver the Laser ON/
OFF icon will be found in the ‘sliding’
option menu. Press the Laser softkey
to enable the receiver. The
conformation box will appear as
shown here. Press ‘tick’ enable the
receiver and continue, press ‘cross’
to abandon the operation or disable a
currently active receiver.
Once enabled the following prompt will appear. The two
modes of operation are described below :

Automatic referencing
To reference the system to the
laserplane move the equipment until
the laser receiver (mounted in the
arm angle sensor) ‘breaks’ the beam
and pause briefly. After a preset
number of laser strikes - laser
transmitters typically rotate at around
10Hz - the system will automatically
reference.
To assist positioning the symbols
shown will appear in the top right of
the display. Any green symbol means
that the unit is receiving valid laser
strikes.
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2. System options - Laser (continued)

The number of strikes
required to generate an
automatic reference can be
set from the ‘bucket
reference’ option on the
top level menu. The laser
receiver must be enabled
to access this function.

Manual referencing
To reference the system to the
laserplane move the equipment until
the laser receiver (mounted in the
arm angle sensor) ‘breaks’ the beam
and stop. To reference the system
press the ‘REF’ softkey.
Manual referencing removes the risk
of ‘false’ laser referencing if the
equipment in frequently passing
through the laserplane during its
operation.
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2. System options - Auxiliary arm

During installation, Digmaster can be
configured to operate with an
auxiliary arm. This auxiliary (or
secondary) arm normally replaces
the bucket and is controlled by the
original bucket linkage. Press ‘tick’
from the enable prompt to continue,
press ‘cross’ to revert to normal
operation.
When the auxiliary arm is enabled
you will be prompted to select the
tool attached (see P17 for further
information).

Once the a new tool has been
selected, Digmaster will revert to
normal operation using the auxiliary
arm. The new configuration will be
retained after power down. To return
to standard equipment configuration
press the Auxiliary arm softkey again
and press ‘cross’ to cancel the
option.
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2. System options - Exclusion zone

For static machine installations (e.g. barge mounted dredging) an exclusion
zone can be employed to prevent the bucket teeth from entering a predefined
2D zone, or if slew monitoring is active, a 3D zone.
During installation, Digmaster can be
configured to operate with an exclusion
zone. If the optional ‘combi-box’ has
also been enabled, physical equipment
motions can also be controlled. Press
‘tick’ from the enable prompt to
continue, press ‘cross’ to revert to
normal operation.

Each time an exclusion zone is enabled
you will be prompted for three
dimensions which describe the shape of
the exclusion ‘box’ - these are :
Exclusion front distance - Horizontal distance
from the machine slew centre to the front of the
exclusion zone.
Exclusion base distance - Vertical distance from
the machine track base to the bottom of the
exclusion zone.
Exclusion side distance - Horizontal distance
either side of the machine slew centre to the sides
of the exclusion zone.

The exclusion zone is shown as a red
hatched area on the display. If the
bucket teeth enter the hatched zone an
alarm will sound and (optional) motion
control will occur. Digmaster does NOT
monitor any other component, for
example, the underside of the arm can
enter the hatched area unhindered.
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2. System options - RCI operation

With the addition of dual boom lift
cylinder pressure sensors (and
optionally the motion control combibox) Digmaster can operate as a
Rated Capacity Indicator (RCI).
In many European countries the
option of an RCI allows the machine
to legally operate as an ‘object
handling device’ i.e. a Crane.
Select the RCI option from the
sliding tool menu and then press
Key 4 under the tick icon to enable the RCI. During RCI operation all other
Digmaster features are disabled with the exception of the optional height
limiting function.

Load capacity meter

Maximum safe working load

Current machine
highest point

Bucket pin radius

Current ‘hook’ load

Bucket pin height
Return to Digmaster
Optional height limit

Maximum safe working load is given in tonnes and assumes that the load is
suspended vertically below the bucket pin. The weight of any tool attached
(bucket etc) and any chains or lifting apparatus must be deducted from the
stated maximum.
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2. System options - RCI operation (continued)

The Load capacity indicator shows the current safety status. When the
meter indicates 100 percent the maximum safe working load has been
reached.
Bucket pin radius is the horizontal distance from the slew centre line to the
bucket pin.
Bucket pin height is the vertical distance from the track base to the bucket
pin.
Hookload (optional) is the current load in tonnes suspended from the bucket
pin. The hookload value will only be valid if any bucket or tool is removed
before lifting operations commence.

If the load suspended is greater than
92.5 to 97.5 percent of the maximum
safe working load the load capacity
indicator will turn amber, the amber
LED will flash, an internal alarm will
sound, and the message shown
here will be issued.

If the load suspended is greater than
102.5 to 110.5 percent of the
maximum safe working load the load
capacity indicator will turn red, the
red LED will flash, an internal alarm
will sound, and the message shown
here will be issued. If a combi-box is
fitted an external alarm will also
operate and (optional) motion
control will occur.
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2. System options - Safety slope
During installation, Digmaster can be
configured to operate with a ‘Safety
slope’. Use of a Safety slope can
prevent the machine from undercutting
itself, and is used primarily in quarrying
applications. Press ‘tick’ from the enable
prompt to continue, press ‘cross’ to
revert to normal operation.
This option requires slew monitoring,
and slew referencing set to ‘manual’

If enabled, you will be prompted to enter
four values which describe the minimum
working slope dimensions.
9Z is the absolute elevation on the
working surface. If this is unknown,
enter a value of 0.0

D

Z
H
A

D is the horizontal distance from the
machine slew centre to the break of the
slope
H is the vertical distance from the
working surface (Z) to the slope base
A is the angle of the slope measured in
degrees

In the event of the exclusion zone being entered, boom, arm, and bucket
hydraulics will be disabled (If motion cut is fitted) and all further motion will be
stopped (Press the CANCEL key to override motion cut).
Slew motion will also be halted dependant on the direction of entry. The
tolerance to entry can be adjusted using the DEADBAND function. This value
defaults to 0.1m, and will allow entry into the slope by this amount before any
motion control occurs.
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2. System options - Safety slope (continued)
D

To use the slope control
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Position the machine at the correct ‘D’ distance from the slope top
Slew the machine until it is perpendicular to the direction of slope
Use the SLEW REF button to reference the system
Safety Slope value in brackets is vertical distance from tool to
slope
Repeat step 1 to 3 when the machine is tracked to a new position

2. System options - Tilting bucket display

Press the ‘front view graphic’
softkey to toggle the lower right
tilting bucket graphic on and off.
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3. Dig mode selection

Level
Level digging, with or
without laser reference.

Slope
Single or dual slope, with
or without laser
reference.

Profile
Simple 2 to 10 face
profiles. Storage for up to
10 user defined profiles.

Trench
Storage for up to 10 user
defined trenches. Use
with or without laser
reference.
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4. Level dig from a bench elevation
1

From the top level menu press

to access the digging modes, then press

2

Press

then

to enter an absolute
bench elevation

Bench
Elevation
Target
Depth

3

Press

to set a target depth. The target depth is
a distance below the bench elevation.

In this example the bench elevation is 12.50. A target
depth of –2.00 has been set. This will give a finished level
dig of 12.50 - 2.00, an absolute elevation of 10.50.

4

Position the bucket teeth at the bench mark, press

then

to reference.

The system is now ready
to use. The current bucket
tooth elevation is show at
the top left of the screen

Use the system to guide
excavation. The dig is
complete when the red
target line is reached
(10.50). The example
shown here has the
‘surface monitor’ switched
on. This shows progress
and is useful when
digging blind.
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5. Extending a level excavation
1

Set a bench elevation if
required. If you are
working directly from the
current surface enter a
bench elevation of 0.0

2
+1.00
-3.00

3
Place the bucket teeth on the bench mark
and reference the system.

4

Use Digmaster to guide excavation.
Reset the
bench elevation
to that of the
freshly
excavated
surface. Reset
the target depth
to 0.0

5
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5. Extending a level excavation (continued)
6

Place the bucket teeth on the new surface and re-reference the system.

7

Use Digmaster to extend the excavation.
To avoid a build up of errors, it is advisable not to repeat the above procedure
too frequently. Where possible use a new bench mark.

Step 5/6 can be skipped by using the AUTO reference soft key. Place
the bucket teeth on the newly excavated surface and press AUTO. The
bench elevation and target depth will be automatically adjusted to the
new reference elevation.
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6. Level dig using a laser reference
1

From the top level menu press

then

2

Pres

until the

then

appears. Enable the laser.

to enter an absolute laser
plane elevation

Laser plane elevation

Target depth

3

Press

to set an absolute target depth.

In this example the laser elevation is 3.00. A target depth
of –1.00 has been set.

4

Move the equipment
slowly until the laser
receiver mounted in the
arm angle sensor breaks
the laser plane. The
system will automatically
reference and the graphic
will ‘snap’ to the laser
plane

Laser status is reported in the top right of the screen, the system will
reference when any of the symbols shown here appear.

5

Use the system to guide
excavation. The dig is
complete when the red
target line is reached
(-1.00). The system can
be re-referenced at any
time by repeating step 4
above. Re-referencing is
only really required if the
machine itself is moved.
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7. Single slope excavation
1

From the top level menu press

2

Press the CROSS key to enable single slope operation.

3

Enter the required slope
as a percentage. 100 =
45 degrees. Positive
values are ‘up’ slopes,
negative ‘down’ slopes.

4

5

to access the digging modes, then press

Enter the required target depth. This is
a vertical distance below the referencing point (or bench elevation if one is in
use). In this example we are going to
dig a 50% slope -1.00 from the current
surface

Pres

Position the bucket teeth on the present surface, press

then

to reference.

The system is now ready to
use. The current bucket
tooth elevation is show at
the top left of the screen
-1.00

Use the system to
guide excavation. The
dig is complete when
the red target line is
reached (-1.00).
If the system has a slew
monitor, the slope angle will
change as the machine is
slewed. This can be used in
conjunction with a tilting
bucket to allow accurate
digging across a large
surface.

6
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8. Profile excavation
From the top level menu press

to access the digging modes, then press

1

2

Digmaster can store up to ten user defined profiles.
Use the up/down keys to select the desired profile.
Press tick to confirm

Use the selected profile and return to
normal operation.
Edit the selected profile.

Clear the selected profile (return it to a
straight line)

3

Move ‘active’ node
Edit ‘active’ node

‘Active’ node
Use number touch pad to manually
enter node data

4

Move node left (-X)
Move node up (+Z)
Move node down (-Z)
Move node right (+X)

5

Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the desired profile
shape is achieved.

Note There is one special node (blue) which is the
optional ‘bench’ node. This node has an additional Y
value and can therefore be offset to either side of the
profile. Use this node to reference the system where no
other node in the profile can be touched. This option
requires slew monitoring.
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8. Profile excavation (continued)
6

To reference the system to the profile requires the ability to touch one of the nodes
with the bucket teeth. If this is not possible, a ‘bench’ node will be required (see note
on the previous page).
TOUCH one of the nodes with bucket, do not move the machine

From the top level menu press the Reference key. The screen will
appear as shown above.

Use the left/right arrows to tell the system what node id being
touched.

Press tick to reference. Control will return to the top level menu.
The system is ready for use.

7

The system will require re-referencing only if it is moved (tracked) to a new position
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9. Trench excavation
From the top level menu press

to access the digging modes, then press

1

Digmaster can store up to ten user defined
trenches. Use the up/down keys to select the
desired trench. Press tick to confirm

2

Use the selected trench and return to
normal operation.
Edit the selected trench.

Clear the selected trench (return to the
default trench profile)
‘Active’ node

3

Move ‘active’ node
Edit ‘active’ node
Use number touch pad to manually
enter node data

4

Move node left (-X)
Move node up (+Z)
Move node down (-Z)
Move node right (+X)

5

Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the desired trench
shape is achieved.
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9. Trench excavation (continued)
6

From the top level menu press the Reference key. The screen will appear
as shown below.
Trench centre
line

3.000

The trench digging mode requires that the machine is positioned on the centre
line of the trench as shown above. To reference the system, position the bucket
teeth at a known elevation (bench mark or post), and enter the total distance from
the reference point to the base of the desired trench.

7

Use Digmaster as a guide to trench elevation.
The system will require re-referencing
only if it is moved (tracked) to a new
position
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